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Date 13 December 2017

To Chair and Members: Security and Intelligence Board

From National Security Policy, DPMC

For your Decision C)
: {

y
 

NationalIntelligence Priorities — 2018 Refresh /’

Purpose

1. This paper updates SIB on the 2018 national intelligence priorities refresh, after initial Consultation

with key agencies and Priority Coordination Group coordinators. It seeks ‘agreement to

recommendations that will provide the basis for a fit-for-purpose set of national intelligence

priorities in 2018. + C)

National intelligence priorities help us focus our effort on understandingthe most important

national security issues

2. In 2016 the Chair of ODESC advised the Cabinet National Secuity Committee that the national

intelligence priorities:
af

e Guide the activities of New Zealand’s wider intelligence sector, to ensure it provides

intelligence on what matters most to our ngiydqal interest;

¢)
e Show the sector where to target.ity covert [secret/classified] and overt [unclassified]

intelligence capability to achieve the highest national security impact; and

e Inform collection and assessment,

3. The First Independent Review ofIntelligence and Security in New Zealand reiterated the vital role

that intelligence plays in informing strategic policy decisions that influence New Zealand’s position

in the world and more immediate decisions relating to specific situations, as well as assisting

frontline enforcement agencies.

The Intelligence and Security.Act 2017 sees the intelligence and security agencies working with other

domestic agencies (including law enforcement agencies) towards key governmentpriorities

}

4. The Intelligence and Security Act 2017 is now in effect. A primary policy objective underpinning the

Act is promoting greater cooperation betweenthe intelligence and security agencies (GCSB and

NZSIS) and other domestic agencies, including law enforcement agencies, to ensure that the

intéhligence and security agencies’ shared objectives and the New Zealand government’s priorities

areachieved.

(3: ‘The intelligence and security agencies’ shared objectives are to contribute to the protection of

New Zealand’s national security; and the international relations and well-being of New Zealand; and

the economic well-being of New Zealand. New Zealand government priorities are expressed

through the objectives and priorities set for government agencies, and in turn, expressed to GCSB,

NZSIS and the National Assessments Bureau (NAB) throughthe national intelligence priorities.
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Butthe national intelligence priorities may not be doing what we need them to

6. Consultation with a range of domestic agencies who collect, prepare and use intelligence and

assessments, and priority coordinators indicates that the link between the national intelligence

priorities, and the use ofintelligence and assessment to support governmentpriorities that relate

to national security and the protection of national interest is not as strong as it could be.

..because there is no agreed understanding of who they apply to and what they are trying to achieve _ LY

7. Despite previous advice to Cabinet, there is a lack of agreed understanding regarding wieDy

national intelligence priorities are for, who they apply to, and howtheyare to be resource ross

the sector. In particular, there is confusion amongst agencies and within Priority Cogrdination

Groups as to whether they apply only to the intelligence and assessmentactivities of GCSB, NZSIS

and NAB or whether they are intended to guide collaboration across all anshies who can

contribute to understanding the issues, regardless of the source of the eee information.

8. A lack of common understanding across the national security sector of, the vole of the national

intelligence priorities: WN

e Reducesthe ability of individual agencies and the system as» Doe to develop a detailed

understanding of important national security issues ae — by not encouraging a

collaborative approach across all information/intelligence types and sources across

government. LN ~

e Overlooks the benefit that overt intelli and unclassified information and

assessment/analysis from a range of policy @ad operational agencies provides by helping to

“connect the dots” when understanding may, f the national intelligence priorities.

e Encourages a focus on tactical/op ational uses of intelligence and assessment — rather

than also promoting the usefuln MH ntelligence and assessmentin informing strategic

planning and policy-making. ( )

e Contributes to a lack of clarity within Priority Coordination Groups — when agencies do not

see their needs, me rjresourcing reflected in the intelligence priorities.

..andthere are a range of other challenges impacting effective use of outputs from the national

intelligence priorities Z <

 

   

 

stopping intelligence and assessment about the national intelligence

ing decision-making and policy-making to the fullest extent that it could:

9. Other factors ar

priorities from i
®

e Thecurrentpriority descriptions are not clear enough, and don’t provide enough guidance

d whatareas are of most importance within the priority, why they are important and

Hat outcomesare sought. This also inhibits the development of an effective performanceG
framework.>

VG ‘e The priorities don’t reflect what agencies actually needfrom intelligence because they don’t

e\ relate to the outcomes they are required to deliver to government. Agencies are therefore

Qe) developing their own intelligence priorities independent of the national intelligence

. priorities. This implies an inefficient system that is not making best use of scarce resources.

 

 

e Many outputs are too highly classified for use, and/or not focused on the areas where

agencies would get most value, or need to draw on the benefit of analysis or assessment
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e There is a lack of cleared people and a lack of (convenient) SCIFs to read and store classified

material. If the right people at the right level don’t know the material exists, they can’t use

it effectively.

(
There is scope to provide more clarity in the national intelligence priorities frameworkto) /

make them more effective ;

10. SIB members are encouraged to see the 2018 refresh as an opportunity to position the baid

intelligence priorities framework so that it is effective in guiding the use of ntl and

assessment to manage key national security issues. To do so, the refresh must ress the

above noted questions and challenges as muchas possible. Other initiatives underway will also help

address those that cannot be resolved through the national intelligence prioriti one (such as the

NZIC customer engagementinitiative, and the TS Network, TS Workforce Be :

..by ensuring a common understanding of what the nationalintelligence preys are for and who they

apply to .

11. As noted, the national intelligence priorities apply to cov tagover intelligence, collected and

assessed by the widerintelligence sector (which should b as the range of agencies making up

the national security sector). This recognises thati nform our understanding of national

security issues, and to be used effectively across nN nt, including operationally and in policy-

making, covert intelligence is only useful whenit erstood in context, using overt intelligence

and unclassified informationcollected by a ran rot agencies,

12. To reaffirm, the national intelligence pines therefore both the mechanism used to ‘point the

covert and overt intelligence collecto’Ty e right direction; and a framework of national security

issues that need information-sharing ss government to understand, monitor and take action

on ©
13. As a result, the national inte we priorities apply to many national security sector agencies, not

just the GCSB and NZSIS. .Everyagency should identify the role they play in improving the sector’s

understanding of thos es: whether by actively tasking according to the priorities when

collecting overt or(covert intelligence; by providing contextual unclassified information; by

contributing anal is:OF assessment; or by using intelligence and assessment to inform policy advice

and decision-makin

14. If agencie tively share intelligence, information, analysis, assessment or advice related to a

particu national intelligence priority to the best extent possible (noting statutory restrictions in

somé.areas), we will more effectively be able to demonstrate value for money of the significant

r of resources dedicatedto intelligence across the national security sector.

LG
4
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.. by taking a wider perspective when determining issues that comprise the nationalintelligence

priorities

15. The current priorities were determined by ratings against two main considerations:

 

16. Many agencies consulted indicated that because these evaluation criteria were based on those

developed for the NZIC Strategy, Capability and Resourcing Review (SCRR, which appli nly to

GCSB, NZSIS and NAB), they do not fully reflect the collective interests of a ies that

contribute to, or make use of (or would like to), the national intelligence priorities.

17. Although a range of agencies from the national security sector participated. original ratings

process in 2015, the criteria used did not necessarily fully capture th . [onan interests and

priorities, or the way in which intelligence adds value to their work. T ria also do notreflect

the way in which agencies making up the broader sector are resour r do they fully reflect the

holistic and integrated approach to managing national security ri ross the 4Rs that the system

expects of those agencies.

  

   

18. The 2018 national intelligence priorities should reflect SDress and advancements made in

respect of the intelligence and security agencies (viaae elligence and Security Act 2017) and in

the national security system as a whole (eg establishment of a National Risk Unit; more

collaborative work programmes across SIB) e last two refreshes. This means more

deliberately considering the strategic nationaaeoutcomes and priorities that the full range of

national security sector agencies have b Thahdated to deliver to government. Doing so would

allow the priorities to also aoKaos national advantage, by using intelligence to

provide decision advantage in manyi

19. To do this, the 2018 national eee priorities should comprise issues that:

a. Impact on national secur

b. Benefit from co and overt intelligence shared across government; and

y and/or nationalinterest; and

c. Reflect the rities national security sector agencies have been set by government.

20. Adding to the SCARcriteria in this way will not negatively impact performance reporting for the

core NZIC. and the Joint Directors-General Office are currently developing a new

pavolnayparamedork designed to measure the impact of the additional SCRR resources and the

overall s of the NZIC as a system. This performance frameworkwill incorporate any changes

tot Chnal intelligence priorities.

24, Explititly including key government priorities in the national intelligence priorities will bring the

\otiowing benefits:

2) e Allow Ministers to moreeasily link intelligence to governmentpriorities/portfolio priorities

Q- and howintelligence and assessment can help them make decisions;

e Allow more policy and operational decisions within the national security system to be

supported by relevantintelligence analysis and assessment;

e More accurately reflect the improving level of understanding of our national risks and the

drivers of those risks, and threats to national security and interest;
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e Provide greater recognition of the role of policy and operational agencies in understanding

the issues, and also more accurately reflect the intelligence needs of those agencies;

e Ensure covert intelligence resources are being dedicated to those national security issues

where the can add most value; and

e Reduce the numberof internal intelligence priorities agencies need to develop and allow

them to focus on non-national security related agency priorities linked to other ate

functions or governmentpriorities.

%
..and the relative emphasis and resourcing across the priorities ee

22. The current priorities are grouped into three categories: High (topics that are the priority focusSe

the intelligence sector’s collaboration); Medium (topics to be delivered to the xtént) possible

within available resources); and Low (topics which chief executives would consid ourcing as

circumstances demand, or as resources allow).

aes x
23. However, within the national intelligence priorities there are issueseo

  
    

  

    

e Need covert intelligence to be monitored and understoo

e Have multiple dimensions, or impact across man «—government, to which covert

intelligence may contribute but that overt sour >intelligence and information may

provide moreeffective understanding; and ‘“

e Require more deliberate and coordinatedat across a range of agencies to understand,

but that covert intelligence may onlyy aca to in particular circumstances.

24. The very inclusion of this range of issues thin e national intelligence priorities suggests thatall

national intelligence priorities should somekind of proactive effort and resourcing — but

the type and nature should vary agcor ing to the category. A more flexible framework for

determining the relative importance of a priority, and the appropriate level of resourcing and

coordination, would make the na al intelligence priorities more relevant to a wider range of

agencies. *N *

   

e

25. The proposed three-tier tamework in Table 1 below suggests the relative emphasis of a priority

based on two key“ON focus on why an issue needs to be understood:

ta. How impgrtal he issue is to New Zealand’s national security and national interest, and

role CS. in achieving key government priorities (which includes promoting national

nta ); and

b. wade of understanding required, as determined by the nature of decisions that are

C An to be required.

26. Foc ing on why an issue needs to be understood helps us to determine how eachpriority should

« (be resourced to achieve the most useful outcomes. Covert, overt and foreign intelligence, as well

ox intelligence, policy and operational agencies all play different roles in understanding the three

) categories of issues outlines above. The national intelligence priorities should be flexible enough to

help agencies determine where they can add the most value — and give them the flexibility to direct

resources that way.

a,

\
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CATEGORY ONE

Issues of the highest importance

to New Zealandthat involve

imminent or current threats to

New Zealand’s national security

and/or national interest, the

safety of New Zealanders, and are

related to significant national

risks. Generally imminentor “life

and limb” harms.

Government mustbefully

informed of these issues to make

immediate policy or operational

decisions, including threat

mitigation and emergency

responsedecisions. 

CATEGORY TWO

Issues of high importance to

New Zealandthatinvolverisks to

New Zealand’s national security

and/or national interest, and/or

_ support the achievementof key

i

|

governmentpriorities. Generally,

longer run “burning”issues.

Government mustbewell

informed on these issues to make

timely policy and operational

decisions, and to developfit-for-

purposerisk managementacross

the 4Rs.

CATEGORY THREE

Issues of substantial importance

to New Zealand and which

- contribute to the achievement of

~ national security objectives

- Government must beae

and/or key governmentpriorities,

and which contribute to the ry

managementof nationalrisks.

informed to make me

policy or operational

including the de

for-purposerisk

across the 4EN

 

   

 

red |
|

|
|

nagement |

¢

Table 1. Proposed frameworkfor determining relative emphasis of the nais@dGretigenc priorities

27. Table 2 below is a proposed framework for determining the relativ

wey extent of resourcing from the

role policy and operational agencies

based on threefactors:

a. The contribution covert intelligence will play and

covert intelligence agencies;

b. The contribution overt intelligence will play and.

will make; and

rcing of each category,

 
Table 2. Proposed frameworkfor determining relative resourcing of the national intelligence

priorities
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28. For example, the GCSB or NZSIS may determine they cannot add value to or support a Category One

priority, but that they do have niche capabilities that could add value to a Category Two or Three

priority instead. The GCSB or NZSIS might enhance their outreach to relevant New Zealand

agencies on Category Threeissuesto facilitate better access to foreign intelligence.

29. We would expect Category One and Three to comprise only a small number ofpriorities, with the

majority sitting in Category Two. The ability to move issues between categories would remain,

should circumstances requireit. a7

30. Priority Coordination Groups were established in late 2015 as a collaborative mechanism to e 4

customer needs drive collection and assessment responses across the high priority ae

intelligence priorities. This recognises that collaboration between collectors, assessors ‘and

customersis critical to understanding the issues represented in the national ielgenoey ities,

31. As well as adopting the above framework, it would be beneficial to adopt a morefl approach

to establishing Priority Coordination Groups.

 

32. This could mean establishing groups only when they can add significan e and improvethelevel

of understanding of the issue and the ability of agencies to use gence and assessment to

inform their decision-making, strategic resource allocation and ium-to-long-term planning. It

could also mean recognising when a Priority Coordination p(as we know it now)is not the best

mechanism for coordination, and not requiring one to ee lished just because a priority sits

within a certain category. Instead, it may be more cn ial and productive to take advantage of

effective alternative mechanisms for coordination alkea y in place, albeit with those mechanisms

remaining accountable to the National intellige\ ordination Committee, as standard Priority

Coordination Groupsare. HC)

33. It is too early to indicate how many Priori ‘Oordination Groups this would translate into for the

2018 national intelligence priorities, ¢* this might be determined. This will form part of the

next phase of the refresh (developing full set of priorities), and be one of the matters brought

back to SIB for discussion. 7~.<)
vw”

..andfinally, by improving the clttyof the nationalintelligence priorities themselves

34, The current xcriion individual national intelligence priorities do not clearly address the

high-level “what, “and who?” questions required to determine detailed intelligence

requirements in,shpport of each priority. They have more emphasis on process, rather than the

outcomes sought), ,

35. To improv implementation of the priorities and support the effectiveness of Priority Coordination

Groups{.the 2018 priority descriptions should provide more relevant information that helps

translate them into detailed intelligence requirements, and ensure the right mix of collectors,

assé: ors and customers are engaged. This means clearly stating:

\O a. What the key focus areas of interest are within the broad issue;

L)@ b. Whytheissue is of interest to New Zealand and the national security sector;

< - c. Whatstrategic outcomes are expected from understanding the issue; and

d. Who the key customers are which needintelligence and assessmentof the issue.

36. Focusing on the nature of New Zealand’s interest in the issue, and the link to governmentpriorities

and outcomes sought, will provide a clearer baseline from which to work when determining

detailed intelligence requirements. These descriptions are not intended to be so prescriptive that

thereis little room to move: emphasising the outcomes sought will retain the existing flexibility to

VEUNEL HINOVY COALANY CIeO UNLI
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adapt areas of focus within a priority as circumstances demand. The responsibility for determining

detailed intelligence priorities will remain at the Priority Coordination Group level.

Agencies have a rangeofintelligence and assessment needs that can be met through a more

collaborative approachto the nationalintelligence priorities

..Which indicate some changesto the currentpriorities should be considered

37.

39:

38.

intelligence priorities. At this stage, the most obvious of these which reflect potential chang

A range of key issues and areas of priority are emerging for consideration in the 2018 seg

the current priorities include:

   
  

 

Further detail on these issues, as raised duringinitial a yconsultation, is at Annex A. Thereis a

broad degree of convergence between these emerging themes and the factors identified in the

draft NAB Strategic Assessment. This is not a co list of all issues likely to be covered in the

2018 NIPs, as several of the current nade ry over.

DPMC will continue to work with=ethe coming months to develop the key issue areas

for the 2018 national intelligence preg nd develop proposed content of each priority, as the

new government develops its priorit or national security sector agencies and a direction of

travel for national security issues.(Tentatively, the new priorities are expected to go to Cabinetin

April 2018. xO
<
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Annex A — Feedback from initial agency consultation
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SECRET NEW ZEALAND EYES ONLY 

Coversheet for 518 Item 3 

Meeting Date: 13 July 2016 

DPMC (NSP) Responsible Agency: 

Title: The violent extremism landscape and New Zealand's 

response, at home and abroad 

Purpose 

1. This item is intended to support a strategic discussion by the SIB on both New Zealand's

overarching governance arrangements for counter terrorism; and, the nature and scale of the

New Zealand government's response to violent extremism, both at home and abroad.

Action Required 

2. For discussion and direction setting

Comment 

3. At the May meeting of SIB, members requested that the SIB forward agenda of strategic

discussion topics include a conversation on:

i. the future of the Counter-terrorism Coordination Committee (CTCC) and, therefore, a

recommended approach to governance of the counter-terrorism space; and

ii. the domestic and international dimensions of the lslamist-inspired violent extremism

phenomena, and what New Zealand's strategy should be to prevent/counter violent

extremism (P/CVE), both at home and as part of the global response.

SIB Senior Officials Meeting 

4. At their regular monthly meeting held on Thurs 30 June, SIB senior officials recognised the

urgent need for agencies to grip up New Zealand's counter terrorism (CT) arrangements in line

with ministerial expectations. Several members noted the continuing absence of an overarching

CT strategy for New Zealand, despite at least two attempts to deliver one in recent times. As

such, while the CT governance structure proposed by DPMC (NSP) looked good, the need for an

overall narrative tying all of the nine elements together and articulating what New Zealand is

seeking to achieve remains.

5. The Chair, Howard Broad, signalled his intention to propose to SIB CEs that overarching

leadership of counter terrorism in New Zealand would sit better with an operational agency

such as Police. This is contrary to the current situation where DPMC plays this role. In the

ensuing discussion, the group recognised that transferring CT leadership to Police did make

sense, but acknowledged the significant additional burden on Police resources that would

result. All agreed that a key, and perhaps determinative, element, yet to be resolved is who the

lead Minister is for CT.
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